Singapore Puzzle Hunt 2018

Check Answer

2.Antemeta - The Jade Key
After clearing the Copper Gate, another OASIS transcript appeared in your Hunt Almanac, most likely
providing the clue to the location of the Jade Key.
West of House
You are standing in an open field west of a white house, with a boarded front door.
There is a small mailbox here.
>open mailbox
Opening the small mailbox reveals a leaflet.
>read leaflet
(Taken)
“You do not need to play ZORK. Anyway, there seems to be a bug as your inventory isn’t matching up.”
>drop leaflet
Dropped.
>go north
Field
You are in the middle of the field. You see a large curved object in front of you. It looks like it can take a
few hits and help protect you from enemy attacks.
>take HELMET +1
Taken.
>go east
North of House
You are facing the north side of a white house. A circular object with a dot in the middle lies on the ground,
which oddly seems to be shifting in brightness. You feel recharged.
>take PEARL SHELL +2
Taken.
>go east
River
You are at the bank of a wide river. A long object is floating down the river. It looks like it can take your
weight, but you resist the urge to jump on to try to reach the opposite bank.
>take BOX
Taken.
>go south
East of House
You are behind the white house. Through the slightly ajar window, you spot an object on the kitchen table
inside the house that looks like it might pack a punch. You probably do not want to leave it lying around
like that.
>take CINNAMON BUN
Taken.
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>go south
Ravine
You are at the bottom of a ravine. A long object appears to have fallen from above and landed on the
ravine floor. On closer examination, you see that it comprises a collection of similar items.
>take E-PORTFOLIO
Taken.
>go west
South of House
You are facing the south side of a white house. A bright red object suddenly appears some distance away,
and you immediately know that it is something that you should pick up to eat.
>take REMEDY +1
Taken.
>go west
Clearing
You are in the middle of a clearing. Swatting away a group of small red flying insects, you reveal a hidden
mysterious black and red lettered object. You feel it might help give you one up on the competition.
>take OXIDE FUEL+2
Taken.
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